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Abstract

We study scaling function geometry� We show the existence of
the scaling function of a geometrically �nite one�dimensional mapping�
This scaling function is discontinuous� We prove that the scaling func�
tion and the asymmetries at the critical points of a geometrically �nite
one�dimensional mapping form a complete set of C��invariants within
a topological conjugacy class�
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x� Introduction

Smooth classi�cation� Two smooth mappings f and g from a
one�dimensional manifold M to itself are topologically conjugate if
there is a homeomorphism h from M to itself such that f � h � h � g�
The homeomorphism h is not usually a smooth di�eomorphism if is
is� then all the eigenvalues of f and g at the corresponding periodic
points have to be the same� We say f and g are smoothly conjugate if
the homeomorphism h is a smooth di�eomorphism�

A celebrated theorem �rst proved by M� Herman �H� says that any
circle di�eomorphism with a diophantine rotation number is smoothly
conjugate to the rigid rotation by that number� In this case� the circle
di�eomorphism lacks periodic points� Thus the topological invariant�
the rotation number� is the complete smooth invariant�

A theorem proved by M� Shub and D� Sullivan �SS� says that any
two smooth orientation�preserving expanding endomorphisms of the
circle are smoothly conjugate if they are topologically conjugate and
the conjugacy is absolutely continuous� D� Sullivan �S�� also showed
that the set of eigenvalues at periodic points of a smooth orientation�
preserving expanding endomorphism of the circle forms a complete set
of smooth invariants within a topological conjugacy class�

A recent theorem proved by D� L� Llave and R� Moriy�on �LM� says
that any two Anosov di�eomorphisms on the torus are smoothly conju�
gate if they are topologically conjugate and have the same eigenvalues
at corresponding periodic points� Thus the set of eigenvalues at peri�
odic points of an Anosov di�eomorphism on the torus forms a complete
set of smooth invariants within a topological conjugacy class�

A recent work in �J��� I provided a smooth classi�cation of the
space of generalized Ulam�von Neumann transformations� These are
certain smooth interval mappings topologically conjugate to the map�
ping q�x� � �x� � 	 of the interval ��	� 	�� I classi�ed this space up
to smooth equivalence by showing that all the eigenvalues at periodic
points� the type of power law at the critical point� and a quantity which
we call the asymmetry at the critical point form a complete and optimal
set of smooth invariants�

What we would like to say in this paper� We study continu�
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ously geometrically �nite one�dimensional mappings �see �J
��� These
are a subspace of C��� one�dimensional mappings with �nitely many�
critically �nite power law critical points� We concentrate on scaling
function geometry� We show the existence of the scaling function of a
geometrically �nite one�dimensional mapping� We study the rigidity
on the space of geometrically �nite one�dimensional mappings�

Suppose M is an oriented connected compact one�dimensional C��
Riemannian manifold with Riemannianmetric dx� and associated length
element dx� Suppose f is a mapping fromM intoM � A Markov partition
�� of M by f is a set fI�� � � �� Img of closed intervals of M such that
�a� I�� � � �� Im have pairwise disjoint interiors� �b� the union �m

i��Ii of
the intervals is M � �c� the restriction of f to each interval Ii is injec�
tive and continuous� and �d� the image of Ii under f is the union of
some intervals in ��� We say f is a Markov mapping if it has a Markov
partition �� of M by f �

Suppose f is a Markov mapping and �� is a �xed Markov partition
of M by f � We use the symbols �� � � �� m to name the intervals in the
partition �� and use gi to denote the inverse of the restriction of f to the
interval with name i� Let symbol ri be �i if gi is orientation�preserving
and be �i if gi is orientation�reversing� Suppose wn � ri� � � � rin is a
sequence of the symbols fr�� � � �� rmg� We say it is a suitable sequence
of length n � � if Iik � f�Iik��� for any k � �� � � �� n� In the other
words� it is suitable if the interval Iik is in the domain of gik�� for any
k � �� � � �� n� For a suitable sequence wn � ri� � � � rin � we use gwn to
denote the composition gi� � � � � � gin and use Iwn to denote the image
of f�Iin� under gwn� We call wn the name of the interval Iwn � We may
read the name wn either from the left to the right or from the right to
the left�

Suppose we read all the names from the left to the right� Then we
get the set �f � fa � ri�ri� � � �g of in�nite suitable sequences which
start from the left and extend to the right� Suppose �f � �f �� �f is
the shift mapping which knocks o� the �rst symbol in the left of an
in�nite suitable sequence in �f � The space ��f � �f� is the phase space
of the Markov mapping f �

Let us now read all the names from the right to the left� We then
get the set ��

f � fa� � � � � ri�ri�g of in�nite suitable sequences which
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start from the right and extend to the left� Suppose ��f � ��
f �� ��

f is
the shift mapping which knocks o� the �rst symbol in the right of an
in�nite suitable sequence in ��

f � We call the space ���
f � �

�
f � the dual

space of the Markov mapping f �

The mapping sign � �n �� f��� �g is de�ned by sign�Iwn� where
sign�Iwn� is � if the number of � in the sequence wn is even and
sign�Iwn� is �� if the number of � in the sequence wn is odd� For an
in�nite suitable sequence a� � � � �wn in �

�
f � let �

�
f �a

�� � � � � vn�� where
wn � vn��ri�� We use s�wn� to denote the ratio

sign�Iwn�jIwnj

sign�Ivn���jIvn�� j

and call it the signed scale at wn � vn��ri� � We also call the absolute
value of the signed scale the scale� If the limit sf�a

�� of the sequence
fs�wn�g�n�� of the signed scales exists as n goes to in�nity� then we
say there is the signed scale at a�� If there is the signed scale at every
point in ��

f � then we de�ne a function sf � �
�
f �� R� as sf�a

��� We call
this function the signed scaling function of f and its absolute value the
scaling function of f �

The scaling function was �rst de�ned by M� Feigenbaum �F� to
describe the universal geometric structure of the attractors obtained by
period doubling� D� Sullivan �S	� de�ned in mathematics the scaling
function for a Cantor set which is the maximal invariant set of a C����
expanding mapping for some � � � � �� He gave a complete C����
classi�cation of these Cantor sets on the line by their scaling functions
and used this classi�cation in the study of the universal geometric
structure of the attractors obtain by period doubling� The de�nition
of a signed scaling function in this paper �also see �J��� generalizes
Sullivan�s idea to a Markov mapping�

We show some basic properties of the signed scaling function of a
Markov mapping in x	�� �Proposition � to Proposition ���

A geometrically �nite one�dimensional mapping f has been de�ned
in �J
�� which is a certain Markov mapping with �nitely many� critically
�nite power law critical points �see x
 for a de�nition�� The �xed
Markov partition �� of a geometrically �nite one�dimensional mapping
f is the set of the closures of the intervals of the complement of the
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critical orbits of f � One of the main theorems in this paper is the
following�

Theorem A� Suppose f is a geometrically �nite one�dimensional
mapping� Then there is the signed scaling function sf � �

�
f �� R� of f �

The proof of this theorem is an application of the C����Denjoy�
Koebe distortion lemma in �J	� �see also �J
���

Suppose f is a geometrically �nite one�dimensional mapping� A
critical point c of f is a power law critical point of f if there is a
number � � � such that the limits of f ��x��jx � cj��� exist and equal
nonzero numbers as x goes to c from below and from above� We call
the number � the exponent of f at the power law critical point c� Two
corollaries of Theorem A are the following�

Corollary A�� Suppose f is a geometrically �nite one�dimensional
mapping� Then the scaling function jsf j � ��

f �� R� of f is discontinu�
ous�

Corollary A�� Suppose f is a geometrically �nite one�dimensional
mapping� Then the exponent � of f at a power law critical point c can
be calculated by the scaling function sf � �

�
f �� R��

Suppose f is a geometrically �nite one�dimensional mapping� We
say an object is a C��invariant of f if it is the same for f and for
h � f �h�� whenever h is an orientation�preserving C��di�eomorphism�
The asymmetry of f at a power law critical point c of f is the limit of
f ��x��f ���x � 	c� as x tends to c from below� It is a C��invariant of
f �see �J���� The signed scaling function sf of f is a C��invariant too
�see Proposition � in x	���� Another main result in this paper is that
the scaling function sf of f and the asymmetries of f at all the critical
points of f form a complete set of C��invariants within a topological
conjugacy class as follows�

Theorem B� Suppose f and g are geometrically �nite and topolog�
ically conjugate by an orientation�preserving homeomorphism h� Then
f and g are C��conjugate if and only if they have the same signed scal�
ing function and the same asymmetries at the corresponding critical
points�

Actually� we can say more on the smoothness of the conjugating
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mapping h as follows�

Corollary B�� Suppose f and g are C����geometrically �nite
one�dimensional mappings for some � � � � �� Furthermore suppose
they are topologically conjugate by an orientation�preserving homeo�
morphism h� If f and g have the same signed scaling function and
the same asymmetries at the corresponding critical points� then h is a
C����di�eomorphism�

Suppose f �M ��M is a geometrically �nite one�dimensional map�
ping and sf � �f �� �f is the signed scaling function of f � The eigen�
value ef �p� � �f �n���p� of f at a periodic point p of period n and the
exponent � of f at a critical point c can be calculated by the signed
scaling function sf of f showed by Proposition 	 and by Corollary A	�
Both of them are then clearly C��invariants� Moreover� in the case that
the set of periodic points of f is dense inM � we show that the eigenval�
ues of f at periodic points and the exponents and the asymmetries of f
at critical points form a complete C��invariants within a topologically
conjugate class as follows�

Theorem C� Suppose f and g are C����geometrically �nite one�
dimensional mappings for some � � � � �� Furthermore� suppose f
and g are topologically conjugate by an orientation�preserving home�
omorphism h and suppose the set of periodic points of f is dense in
M � If f and g have the same eigenvalues at the corresponding periodic
points and the same exponents at the corresponding critical points� then
they have the same scaling functions� Moreover� if f and g have also
the same asymmetries at the corresponding critical points� then h is a
C����di�eomorphism�

In the case that the set of periodic points of f is not dense in M � it
seems that the eigenvalues of f at periodic points and the exponents
and the asymmetries of f at critical points are not enough to form a
complete C��invariants within a topologically conjugate class for there
may be a Cantor set in M which is an invariant set of some iterate of
f �see the results in �CP��� But we are still interested in the following
question�

Question �� Suppose f � M �� M is a geometrically �nite one�
dimensional mapping� Do the eigenvalues of f at the periodic points�
the exponents and the asymmetries of f at the critical points of f form
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a complete set of C��invariants within a topologically conjugate class �
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x� Scaling Structure of a Markov Mapping

Suppose M is an oriented connected compact one�dimensional C��
Riemannian manifold with Riemannianmetric dx� and associated length
element dx� Suppose f � M ��M is a piecewise continuous mapping�

x��� A Markov partition�

A Markov partition �� of M by f is a set fI�� � � �� Img of closed
intervals of M such that �a� I�� � � �� Im have pairwise disjoint interiors�
�b� the union �m

i��Ii of the intervals isM � �c� the restriction of f to each
interval Ii is injective and continuous� and �d� the image of Ii under f
is the union of some intervals in ���

Definition �� The mapping f � M �� M is a Markov mapping if
there is a Markov partition of M by f �

x��� The symbolic and the dual symbolic spaces�

Suppose f is a Markov mapping and �� is a �xed Markov partition
of M by f � We use �� � � �� m to name the intervals in �� and use gi
to denote the inverse of the restriction of f to the interval with name
i� Let symbol ri be �i if gi is orientation�preserving and be �i if gi is
orientation�reversing�

Suppose wn � ri� � � � rin is a sequence of the symbols fr�� � � �� rmg�
We say it is a suitable sequence of length n�� if Iik � f�Iik��� for any
k � �� � � �� n� In the other words� it is suitable if the interval Iik is
in the domain of gik�� for any k � �� � � �� n� Suppose wn � ri� � � � rin
is a suitable sequence� Let gwn � gri� � � � � � grin be the composition
of gi� to gin and let Iwn � gwn�f�Iin�� be the image of f�Iin� under
gwn� We call wn the name of the interval Iwn� Suppose �n is the set
of the intervals Iwn for all suitable sequences wn of length n� This set
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is also a Markov partition of M by f � We call it the nth�partition of
M by f � Let �n be the maximum of the lengths of the intervals in �n�
We always assume that �n tends to zero as n goes to in�nity�

Suppose �n is the set of all the names wn of the intervals in �n� We
de�ne a �n� k��left cylinder for � � k � n as

�w�
n� � fwn � ri� � � � rinj � �n� ril � r�il� for l � �� � � � � kg

where w�
n � r�i� � � � r

�
in
is a �xed suitable sequence in �n� All the �n� k��

left cylinders form a topological basis of �n� We still use �n to denote
the set �n with this topological basis� The sequence f�ng�n�� of the
topological spaces �n with the inclusions In � �n �� �n�� forms an
inverse limit set� Its inverse limit �f � fa � ri�ri� � � �g with the shift
mapping �f � �f �� �f which is de�ned as �f �ri�ri� � � �� � ri� � � � is the
phase space of the dynamical system f � M ��M as follows�

Lemma �� There is a continuous mapping h from �f onto M such
that

f � h � h � �f

and the �ber h���x� contains at most two points for every x �M �

We now consider a �n� k��right cylinder for � � k � n as

�w�
n� � fwn � rin � � � ri�j � �n� ril � r�il for l � �� � � � � kg

where w�
n � r�in � � � r

�
i�
is a �xed suitable sequence in �n� All the �n� k��

right cylinders form another topological basis of �n� Let �
�
n be the set

�n with this topological basis� The sequence f��ng
�
n�� of the topological

spaces ��n with the inclusions I�n � ��n �� ��n�� forms an inverse limit
set� Its inverse limit ��

f � fa� � � � � ri�ri�g with the shift mapping
��f � ��

f �� ��
f which is de�ned as ��f �� � � ri�ri�� � � � � ri� is not the

phase space of the dynamical system f � M ��M any more� We call it
the dual space of f � The scaling invariants will be de�ned on this dual
space as follows�

Let sign � �n �� f��� �g be the mapping de�ned by sign�Iwn�
where sign�Iwn� is � if the number of � in the sequence wn is even and
sign�Iwn� is �� if the number of � in the sequence wn is odd� Suppose
a� � � � �wn is a point in ��

f and ��f �a
�� � � � � vn�� where wn � vn��ri� �
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We de�ne the signed scale at wn as

s�wn� �
sign�Iwn�jIwnj

sign�Ivn���jIvn�� j
	

We call the absolute value js�wn�j of the signed scale s�wn� at wn the
scale at wn� If the limit

sf�a
�� � lim

n���
s�wn�

exists� then we say there is the signed scale at a�� We call the absolute
value jsf�a��j of the signed scale s�a�� at a� the scale at a��

Definition �� Suppose there is the signed scale at every point in
��
f � Then we call the function sf � �

�
f �� R� de�ned as the signed scale

sf �a
�� the signed scaling function of f and call its absolute value jsf j

the scaling function of f �

x��� Some properties of a signed scaling function�

We show some properties of a signed scaling function �if it exists�
of a Markov mapping

Definition �� Suppose f � M �� M is a continuous mapping�
We say an object associated with f is a C��invariant of f if it is the
same for f and for h � f � h�� whenever h is an orientation�preserving
C��di�eomorphism�

The following proposition is immediately from the de�nition of a
signed scaling function�

Proposition �� Suppose f � M ��M is a Markov mapping� Then
the signed scaling function sf � �

�
f �� R� �if it exists� is a C��invariant

of f �

Suppose f is a Markov mapping and ���f ��
�
f� is the dual space of

f � Let P ���f� and P �f� be the sets of the periodic points of ��f and f �
respectively�

Proposition �� There is a surjective mapping Q � P ���f� �� P �f�
such that every �ber Q���p� contains at most two points�

Proof� Suppose a� is a point in P ���f�� It can be written in a� �
�wn�

� � � � �wkwk where wk � rik�� � � � ri� is a �nite sequence� The
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intervals with the names �wk�
l satisfy that

� � � � I�wk�l � I�wk�l�� � � � � � Iwk � Irik�� 	

Let fpg � 	�l��I�wn�l � it is easy to check that f �k�p� � p	 We de�ne
Q � P ���f � �� P �f� as Q��wk�

�� � p where p � 	�l��I�wk�l 	 It is easy
to check that the mapping Q is a surjective mapping and there are at
most two points in P ���f� being mapped to a same point under Q�

Proposition �� Suppose f � M �� M is a Markov mapping�
Furthermore suppose there is the signed scaling function sf � �

�
f �� R�

of f � Then for an a� in P ���f� and p � Q�a�� in P �f�� the inverse of

the eigenvalue ef �p� � �f �k���p� of f at p can be calculated by

�

ef �p�
�

k��Y
l��

sf ���
�
f�
�l�a���	

Proof� The scale s��wk�
l� at �wk�

l equals

sign�I�wk�l�I�wk�l

sign�I�wk��l���rik�� ���ri� �I�wk��l���rik�� ���ri�
	

By using f �k�I�wk�l� � I�wk�l�� and the mean value theorem�

s��wk�
l� �

�

�f �k���
�wk�l�
�

sign�I�wk�l���I�wk�l��

sign�I�wk�l��rik�� ���ri� �I�wk�l��rik�� ���ri�

�
�

�f �k���
�wk�l�
�

�

s��wk�l��rik��� � � � s��wk�l��rik�� � � � ri��

where 
�wk�l � I�wk�l	

Because the maximum �kl of the lengths of the intervals in �kl tends
to � as l goes to in�nity� we have that 
�wk�l tends to p as l goes to
in�nity� Let l tends to in�nity� we get

s�a�� �
�

�f �k���p�
�

�

s��wk��rik��� � � � s��wk��rik�� � � � ri��

��



�
�

�f �k���p�
�

�Qk��
l�� s���

�
f �
�l�a���

	

This implies Proposition 
�

Suppose f � M �� M is a Markov mapping and f�ng
�
n�� is the

induced sequence of nested partitions ofM by f � We say the restriction
of f to an interval in �� is a C

����embedding for some � � � � � if this
restriction and its inverse are C� with ��H�older continuous derivatives�
We say the nth�partition of M by f �n goes to zero exponentially with
n if there are positive constants K and � � � such that �n � K�n for
every integer n � ��

Definition �� Suppose f � M �� M is a Markov mapping� We
say f is a good Markov mapping if

�a� the restriction of f to every interval in the �rst partition �� is
a C����embedding for some � � � � ��

�b� the nth�partition of M by f �n goes to zero exponentially with n�

Suppose f � M �� M is a Markov mapping and ��
f is the dual

Cantor set of f � We say a function s � ��
f �� R� is H�older continuous

if there are positive constants K and � � � � � such that

js�a���� s�a���j � K�n

whenever the �rst n digits of a�� and a�� in ��
f are the same�

Proposition �� Suppose f � M ��M is a good Markov mapping�
Then the signed scaling function sf � ��

f �� R� exits and is H�older
continuous�

Proof� The proof of this proposition is the use of the naive distortion
lemma �see �J�� or �J	�� and is similar to the proof of Theorem A in x
�
We outline the proof as follows�

Suppose a�� � � � �wn and a�� � � � �wn are two points in ��
f with the

same �rst n symbols wn �from the right�� Then following the proof of
Theorem A and using the naive distortion lemma �see �J�� or �J	���

jsf�a
�
��� sf�a

�
��j � KjIwnj

�
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where K is a positive constant� It implies that sf is H�older continuous�

Example �� Suppose M is the unit interval ��� �� and l�� l� and l�
are positive numbers satisfying that l� � l� � l� � �� Let K� � ��� l���
K� � �l�� l� � l�� and K� � �l� � l�� �� are the subintervals in M and
de�ne a Markov mapping f � M ��M as

f�x� �

���
��

l��l�
l�

x� l� x � K��

� �
l�
�x� l�� � � x � K��

l��l�
l�

�x� l� � l�� x � K�	

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
BB

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

K� K� K�

The graph of f
Figure �

Suppose A is the induced matrix by the Markov mapping f �see
�B��� Then

A � �aij���� �

�
B�

� � �
� � �
� � �

�
CA 	

Then ��
f is �A � fa� � �� � � ri�ri��jaikik�� � � for all k � �� � � �� 
g

and the scaling function sf is

sf�w� �

�������������
������������

l� a� � �� � � ri� � � � ���
l�

l��l�
a� � �� � � ri� � 	 � ���

� l�
l��l�

a� � �� � � ri� � �� ���
�l� a� � �� � � ri� � �� ���
� l�

l��l�
a� � �� � � ri� � 	� ���

l�
l��l�

a� � �� � � ri� � � � 	��
l� a� � �� � � ri� � � � 	�	
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x� The Scaling Function of a Geometrically Finite
One�dimensional Mapping

A geometrically �nite one�dimensional mapping is de�ned in the
paper �J
�� Let me review this de�nition here�

Suppose M is an oriented connected compact one�dimensional C��
Riemannian manifold with Riemannianmetric dx� and associated length
element dx� Suppose f � M �� M is a C��mapping� We say a point
c �M is a critical point if the derivative of f at this point is zero� We
say a critical point c of f is a power law critical point if there is a � � �
such that

lim
x ��c�

f ��x�

jx� cj���
and lim

x��c�

f ��x�

jx� cj���

have nonzero limits A and B� We call the numbers � and � � A�B
the exponent and the asymmetry of f at the power law critical point
c �see �J�� and �J	��� We say a critical point c of f is critically �nite if
the orbit fc� f�c�� � � �g is a �nite set�

Remember that an object associated with f is a C��invariant of f
if it is the same for f and for h � f � h�� whenever h is an orientation�
preserving C��di�eomorphism� We have the following proposition�

Proposition �� Suppose f � M ��M is a C��mapping and c is a
power law critical point of f � Then the exponent � and the asymmetry
� of f at c are C��invariants of f �

Henceforth� without loss generality� we will assume that f maps
the boundary of M �if it is not empty� into itself and the one�sided
derivatives of f at all boundary points of M are not zero� We note
that in the general case� a boundary point of M should count as a
critical point anyway�

Suppose f has only power law critical points� We use CP � fc��
� � �� cdg to denote the set of critical points of f and use � � f��� � � ��
�dg to denote the corresponding exponents of f � Suppose �� is the set
of the intervals in the complement of the set CP of critical points of f
in M �

Definition �� We say the mapping f is C��� if

��� the restrictions of f to the intervals in �� are C
� with ��H�older

continuous derivatives and

��



���� for every critical point ci of f � there is a small neighborhood
Ui of ci in M such that ��i�x� � f ��x��jx� cj�i�� for x � c in Ui and
��i�x� � f ��x��jx� cj�i�� for x � c in Ui are ��H�older continuous�

Suppose the set of the critical orbits ��n��f
�n�CP � is �nite� Then

the set of the closures of the intervals of the complement of the critical
orbits ��n��f

�n�CP � is a Markov partition of M by f � We always take
this Markov partition of M by f as the �rst partition �� of M by f
in this case� Suppose �n is the maximum of lengths of the intervals
in the nth�partition �n of M by f � Remember that the nth�partition
�n tends to zero exponentially with n if there are constants K � �
and � � � � � such that �n � K�n for any n� The de�nition of a
geometrically �nite one�dimensional mapping is the following�

Definition �� A C��mapping f � M �� M with only power law
critical points is C����geometrically �nite for some � � � � � �geo�
metrically �nite� if it satis�es the following conditions	

Smooth condition	 f is C����

Finite condition	 the set of critical orbits ��i��f
��CP � � � is �nite�

No cycle condition	 no critical point is periodic�

Exponential decay condition	 the nth�partition �n tends to zero ex�
ponentially with n�

A technical lemma� the C����Denjoy�Koebe distortion lemma� has
been developed in �J	� to study the certain mappings with �nitely many
nonrecurrent critical points� For a geometrically �nite one�dimensional
mapping f � M �� M � this lemma can be written in the following
simple form �see of x
�
 in �J	���

Lemma � �The C����Denjoy�Koebe distortion lemma� Suppose f �
M �� M is geometrically �nite� There are two positive constants A
and B and a positive integer n� such that for any inverse branch gn of
f �n and any pair x and y in the intersection of one of the intervals in
�n� and the domain of gn� the distortion jgn�x��gn�y�j of gn at these
two points satis�es

jgn�x�j

jgn�y�j
� exp

��
A�

B

Dxy

�
jx� yj�

�

where Dxy is the distance between fx� yg and the boundary of the do�

��



main of gn�

x��� The existence of the signed scaling function�

One of the main results in this paper � which is an application of
Lemma 	 �the C����Denjoy�Koebe distortion lemma�� is the following�

Theorem A� Suppose f is a geometrically �nite one�dimensional
mapping� Then there is the signed scaling function sf � �

�
f �� R� of f �

Proof� Suppose U�� � � �� Ud are the neighborhoods of the critical
points c�� � � �� cd of f in De�nition �� We say an interval I in �n is a
critical interval if one of its endpoints is a critical point of f � Suppose
n� is the integer in Lemma 	� Let n� � n� be an integer such that
every critical interval I in �n� is contained in one of U�� � � �� Ud and
one of its endpoints is not in the critical orbits ��n��f

�n�CP �� Let U
be the union of the critical intervals in �n� and V be the union of the
non�critical intervals in �n��

For a point a� � � � �wn in ��
f � let �

�
f �a

�� � � � �vn�� where wn �
vn��ri�� Suppose Iwn and Ivn�� are the intervals with names wn and
vn��� respectively� We note that Iwn is a subinterval of Ivn�� � We
discuss the sequence fIvn��g

�
n�� in the two cases� One is that there is

a positive integer N such that Ivn�� is contained in V for every n � N �
The other is that there is an increasing subsequence fnkg

�
k�� of the

integers such that Ivnk�� is contained in U for every k � 	� Suppose
n� � n��

In the �rst case� we use the naive distortion lemma �see �J�� and
�J	�� to obtain the following estimate�

For any integers m � n � N � the intervals Iwn and Ivn�� are the
images of Iwm and Ivm�� under f

��m�n� and the intervals IwN and IvN��
are the images of Iwn and Ivn�� under f

��n�N�� We note that the signs
of s�wm� and s�wn� are the same� These imply that

js�wm�� s�wn�j � j
f ��m�n��
��

f ��m�n��
��
� �j �

jIwnj

jIvn�� j

� j
�f ��m�n����
��

�f ��m�n����
��
� �j � j

�f ��n�N����
��

�f ��n�N����
��
j �

jIwN j

jIvN�� j

��



which is less than KjIwnj
� for a positive constant K where 
� and 
�

are two points in Ivm�� and 
� and 
� are two points in Ivn�� � This
estimate says that the sequence fs�wn�g�n�� is a Cauchy sequence and
the limit s�a�� � limn��� s�wn� exists�

In the other case� we have that the intervals Iwnk and Ivnk�� are the

images of Iwn and Ivn�� under f
��n�nk� for any n � nk and the intervals

Iwn� and Ivn��� are the images of Iwnk and Ivnk�� under f
��nk�n��� Then

we get

js�wn�� s�wnk�j � j
f ��n�nk��
��

f ��n�nk��
��
� �j �

jIwnk j

jIvnk��j

� j
�f ��n�nk����
��

�f ��n�nk����
��
� �j � j

�f ��nk�n�����
��

�f ��nk�n�����
��
j �

jIwn� j

jIvn��� j

where 
� and 
� are two points in Ivn�� and 
� and 
� are two points
in Ivnk�� � Suppose L is the minimum of lengths of the intervals in �n� �

Then D���� and D���� in Lemma 	 �the C����Denjoy�Koebe distortion
lemma�� respectively� are both greater than or equal to L �we can
always reduce to this situation�� By using Lemma 	� there is a positive
constant K such that js�wn��s�wnk�j � KjIwnk j

�	 From this estimate�
js�wn�� s�wm�j � 	KjIwnk j

� for any m � n � nk� Again the sequence
fs�wn�g�n�� is a Cauchy sequence and the limit s�a�� � limn ��� s�wn�
exists� We proved Theorem A�

Corollary A�� Suppose f is a geometrically �nite one�dimensional
mapping� Then the scaling function jsf j � ��

f �� R� of f is discontinu�
ous�

Proof� Suppose pi is the periodic point such that the critical point
ci of f lands on it under some iterates of f for every i � �� � � �� d��
Suppose OB�pi� � ��k��f

�k�pi� be the periodic orbit of pi under f �
Let O � �d�

k��OB�pi� be the union of the periodic orbits OB�pi�� It
is contained in P �f�� Suppose Q � P ���f� �� P �f� is the mapping in
Proposition 	� Let A� be the preimage of O under Q and A be the
union of the preimages of A� under the n

th�iterate of ��f for n � �� ��
� � �� We claim that all the points in A are discontinuous points of the
scaling function sf � �

�
f �� R��

��



For an a�� � � � �wn � A� let Iwn be the interval in �n with the
name wn� There is a subsequence fnkg�k�� of the integers such that
Iwnk tends to a periodic point pi of f as k goes to in�nity� To simplify
our arguments� let us assume that the critical point ci is not in the
post�critical orbits ��k��f

�k�CP � and f�ci� � pi� For a more general
situation� the proof can be easily obtained by modifying the following
arguments�

Suppose Iunk�� is an inverse branch of the interval Iwnk under f and
is contained in a critical interval I in �n� �where n� is the integer in the
proof of Theorem A�� Because the restriction of f to I is comparable
with jx � cij�i � f�ci� for some � � i � l� then we can show that the
scale s�unk��� at unk�� can be calculated as follows�

s�unk��� �

nk��

nk��

s�wnk�	

The limit � of the sequence f�k � 
nk���
nk��g
�
k�� exists and does not

equal one if Iwnk � Ivnk�� where wnk � vnk��ri� �this is true in general��
Let k go to in�nity� we get that

lim
a�����unk���k ���

sf�a
�� � � � sf�a

�
��	

This implies that sf is discontinuous at the point a���

Remark� We actually can �nd all the continuous points and dis�
continuous points of sf � Let us do it in a little simple case� Suppose
the set CP of critical points of f is disjoint with the post�critical orbits
��n��f

�n�CP �� Let U and V be the sets in the proof of Theorem A�
Suppose a� � � � � vn��ri� is a point in the dual space ��

f � Let Ivn�� be
the interval in �n�� with the name vn��� We say a� is recurrent if there
is a subsequence fnkg�k�� of the integers such that Ivnk�� is contained
in U for every k � 	� We say a� is totally nonrecurrent if there is an
integer N � � such that the preimage of IvN�� under f

�k is contained
in V for every k � �� We say a� is wandering if �a� there is an integer
N � � such that Ivn�� is contained in V for every n � N and �b� for
every k � N there is an integer nk satisfying that the preimage of Ivk��
under f �nk intersects with the interior of U � Then we can prove that sf
is continuous at all the recurrent and totally nonrecurrent points and
discontinuous at all the wandering points�

��



Corollary A�� Suppose f is a geometrically �nite one�dimensional
mapping� Then the exponent � of f at a power law critical point c can
be calculated by the scaling function sf � �

�
f �� R��

Proof� Suppose ci� � � � �� cin are critical points of f � We say they
form a chain if there are integers l�� � � �� ln�� such that f �l�cik� is not a
critical point of f for � � l � lk and f �lk�cik� � cik��

�

Suppose ci� � � � �� cin form a maximum chain� Let Iwm is an interval
in �m which has ci� as an endpoint� Then Iwm�mk

� f �mk�Iwm� has
cik as an endpoint where mk � l� � � � � � lk for � � k � n� Suppose
ln is the smallest integer such that p � f �ln�cin� is a periodic point of
f and Iwm�mn

� f �mn�Iwm� is an interval which has p as an endpoint
where mn � l� � � � � � ln� Suppose �i� � � � �� �in are the corresponding
exponents of these critical points and a� � �wm�mn�

� � ��
f � Then we

have that

�n �
log jsf�a

��j

limm��� log js�wm�mn���j
�

and

�k �
limm��� log js�wm�mk

�j

limm��� log js�wm�mk��
�j

for � � k � n�

x��� The C����classi�cation�

Suppose f and g are geometrically �nite and topologically conjugate
by an orientation�preserving homeomorphism h� We say f and g are
C��conjugate if h is a C��di�eomorphism� One of the corollaries of
Proposition � and Proposition � is that the signed scaling functions of
f and g and the asymmetries of f and g at the corresponding critical
points are the same if f and g are C��conjugate� Another main result
in this paper is that the signed scaling function and the asymmetries at
critical points of a geometrically �nite one�dimensional mapping form
a complete set of C��invariants within a topological conjugacy class as
follows�

Theorem B� Suppose f and g are geometrically �nite and topolog�
ically conjugate by an orientation�preserving homeomorphism h� Then
f and g are C��conjugate if and only if they have the same signed scal�
ing function and the same asymmetries at the corresponding critical

��



points�

Remark� The topological conjugacy class �f � is the subset of geo�
metrically �nite one�dimensional mappings which are topologically con�
jugate to f � The class �f � equals the union of �f �� and �f ��� Here �f ��
is the subset of geometrically �nite one�dimensional mappings which
are topologically conjugate to f by orientation�preserving homeomor�
phisms and �f �� is the subset of geometrically �nite one�dimensional
mappings which are topologically conjugate to f by orientation�reversing
homeomorphisms� There is a one�to�one corresponding between �f ��
and �f ���

Actually� we can show more on the smoothness of the conjugating
mapping h as follows�

Corollary B�� Suppose f and g are C����geometrically �nite
one�dimensional mappings for some � � � � �� Furthermore suppose
they are topologically conjugate by an orientation�preserving homeo�
morphism h� If f and g have the same signed scaling function and
the same asymmetries at the corresponding critical points� then h is a
C����di�eomorphism�

As we mentioned in the beginning of this subsection� �if only� part
of Theorem B is a corollary of Proposition � and �� We prove �if� part
of Theorem B and Corollary B� by several lemmas�

Suppose f and g are geometrically �nite and topologically conjugate
by an orientation�preserving homeomorphism h� that is� h � f � g � h�
Furthermore suppose f and g are both C��� for some � � � � �� We
use �n�f to denote the nth�partition of M by f and use �n�g to denote
the nth�partition of M by g for every integer n � �� We note that the
dual space ��

f of f � M ��M and the dual space ��
g of g � M ��M are

the same�

To present a clear idea and to avoid unnecessary notations� we prove
the following lemmas under the assumption that the set PC of critical
points and the post�critical orbits ��n��f

�n�CP � of f are disjoint� We
may also assume that there is an interval Ik� in the �rst partition ���f
such that every interval I in the �rst partition ���f covers Ik� eventually
under some iterate of f � that means� there is an integer n such that
the image of I under f �n�I� contains Ik� � Otherwise� we can divide M

�	



into �nitely many intervals� each of which consists of some intervals in
the �rst partition ���f � such that the restrictions of f to these intervals
are geometrically �nite and satisfy this assumption�

Suppose Af � Bf and n��f are the constants in Lemma 	 for f and
Ag� Bg and n��g are the constants in Lemma 	 for g� Let A�� B� and n�
are the maximums of Af and Ag� Bf and Bg� n��f and n��g� respectively�

We say an interval I in �n�f is a critical interval if one of its endpoints
is a critical points of f � Suppose n� � n� is an integer such that every
critical interval I in �n��f has an endpoint which is not in the critical
orbits ��n��f

�n�CP � of f � Suppose Lf is the minimum of lengths of the
intervals in �n��f and Lg is the minimum of lengths of the intervals in
�n��g� Let L be the minimum of Lf and Lg� We use U to denote the
union of the critical intervals in �n��f and use V to denote the closure
of the complement of U in M �

Lemma B�� There is a positive constant K such that for an interval
I in �n�n��f � if the image In � f �n�I� of I under f �n is a critical interval
in �n��f � then

jf �m�z�j

jf �m�w�j
� exp

�
Kjf �n�z�� f �n�w�j�

�
�

jg�m�h�z��j

jg�m�h�w��j
� exp

�
Kjgn�h�z��� g�n�h�w��j�

�

for any points z and w in I�

Proof� This lemma is actually a corollary of Lemma 	 �the C����
Denjoy�Koebe distortion lemma��

Lemma B�� There is a positive constant K such that for an interval
I in �n�n��f � if the image Ii � f �i�I� of I under f �i is in V for any
� � i � n� then

jf �m�z�j

jf �m�w�j
� exp

�
Kjf �n�z�� f �n�w�j�

�
�

jg�m�h�z��j

jg�m�h�w��j
� exp

�
Kjgn

�
h�z�

�
� g�n

�
h�w�

�
j�
�

for any points z and w in I�

��



Proof� This lemma is actually a corollary of the naive distortion
lemma in �J�� �see also �J	���

We say a homeomorphism q � I �� J from an interval I to an
interval J is absolutely continuous if it is non�singular with respect to
the Lebesgue measure m� that is� m�X� � � if and only ifm�h�X�� � �
for any measurable set X of I� For example� if q and q�� are both
Lipschitz continuous� then q is absolute continuous�

Lemma B�� Suppose h is absolutely continuous and has a di�eren�
tiable point p� in Ik� with nonzero derivative� Then the restriction of
h to every critical interval in �n��f is C����

Proof� Suppose GPI � ��i���
�
j��f

�j�f �i�p��� is the grand preimage
of p� under f � Then GPI is a dense subset of M � By the equation
h�f � g�h and the de�nition of C��� in this paper� h is di�erentiable at
every point inGPI and there is a constantK� � � such that h��x� � K�

for all x � GPI�

Suppose Iw is a critical interval in �n��f and a� � � � �wnw is a point
in ��

f � Let Iwnw be the interval in �n��n�f with name wnw� For any pair
x and y in the intersection of Iw and GPI� let xn and yn in Iwnw be
the preimages of x and y under f �n� Using the equation h � f � g � h�
we have that

h��x�

h��y�
�

�Y
n��

jf ��yn�j

jf ��xn�j

�Y
n��

jg��h�xn��j

jg��h�yn��j
	

By using Lemma B��

�Y
n��

jf ��yn�j

jf ��xn�j
� exp

�
Kjx� yj�

�

and
�Y
n��

jg��h�xn��j

jg��h�yn��j
� exp

�
Kjh�x�� h�y�j�

�
	

This implies that

h��x�

h��y�
� exp

�
K
�
jx� yj� � jh�x�� h�y�j�

��
	

From the last inequality� the restriction of h� to the intersection of
Iw and GPI is uniformly continuous� Then it can be extended to

��



a continuous function on Iw� Because the restriction of h to Iw is
absolutely continuous� this continuous extension is the derivative of the
restriction of h to Iw� Using the last inequality again� the restriction
of h to Iw is C����

Corollary B�� Suppose h is absolutely continuous� Then the
exponents of f and g at the corresponding critical points are the same�

Lemma B�� Suppose h is absolutely continuous� Then the restric�
tion of h to every interval in �n��f is C����

Proof� We still use the same notations as that in the proof of Lemma
B
� Suppose Iw is an interval in �n��f and a� � � � �wnw is a point in
��
f � Let Iwnw be the interval in �n��n�f with the name wnw� Suppose

x and y are any pair in Iw and xn and yn in Iwnw are the preimages of
x and y under f �n� Using the equation h � f � g � h� we have that

h��x�

h��y�
�

�Y
n��

jf ��yn�j

jf ��xn�j

�Y
n��

jg��h�xn��j

jg��h�yn��j
	

If Iw is a critical interval� then it is Lemma B
� Suppose Iw is not a
critical interval� We consider the sequence fIwnwg

�
n�� in the two cases�

The �rst is that all Iwnw are contained in V and the other is that there
is an integer n such that Iwnw is contained in U �

In the �rst case� by using Lemma B	�

�Y
n��

jf ��yn�j

jf ��xn�j
� exp

�
Kjx� yj�

�

and
�Y
n��

jg��h�xn��j

jg��h�yn��j
� exp

�
Kjh�x�� h�y�j�

�
	

This implies that

h��x�

h��y�
� exp

�
K
�
jx� yj� � jh�x�� h�y�j�

��
	

Then by the same arguments in the proof of Lemma B�� we get that
the restriction of h to Iw is C����

��



For the other case� let k be the smallest integer such that Iwkw is in
U � The product

�Y
n��

jf ��yn�j

jf ��xn�j

�Y
n��

jg��h�xn��j

jg��h�yn��j

can be written in three products

k��Y
n��

jf ��yn�j

jf ��xn�j

k��Y
n��

jg��h�xn��j

jg��h�yn��j
�

jf ��yk�j

jf ��xk�j

jg��h�xk��j

jg��h�yk��j
�

�Y
n�k��

jf ��yn�j

jf ��xn�j

�Y
n�k��

jg��h�xn��j

jg��h�yn��j
	

By using Lemma B	

k��Y
n��

jf ��yn�j

jf ��xn�j
� exp

�
Kjx� yj�

�

and
k��Y
n��

jg��h�xn��j

jg��h�yn��j
� exp

�
Kjh�x�� h�y�j�

�
	

By using Lemma B��

�Y
n�k��

jf ��xn�j

jf ��yn�j
� exp

�
Kjxk�� � yk��j

�
�

and
�Y

n�k��

jg��h�yn��j

jg��h�xn��j
�
�
Kjh�xk���� h�yk���j

�
�
	

Suppose Iwkw is in the critical interval I in �n��f which has a critical
point ci of f as an endpoint� Let

lf �x� � f ��x��jx� cij
�i�� and lg�h�x�� � g��h�x���jh�x�� h�ci�j

�i��

��



for x in I� where �i is the exponent of f at ci� Then

jf ��yk�j

jf ��xk�j

jg��h�xk��j

jg��h�yk��j
�

lf �yk�

lf �xk�

lg�h�yk��

lg�h�xk��

�h�yk��h�ci�
jyk�cij

��i��

�h�xk��h�ci�
jxk�cij

��i��
	

By the de�nition of C��� in this paper and Lemma B
� the functions
lf � lg and h�x��jx � cij are ��H�older continuous� There is a positive
constant� we still denote it as K� such that

jf ��xk�j

jf ��yk�j

jg��h�yk��j

jg��h�xk��j
� exp

�
K
�
jxk � cij

� � jh�xk�� h�ci�j
�
��
	

All these estimates and the same arguments as that in the proof of
Lemma B� say that the restriction of h to Iw is C����

Lemma B�� Suppose h is absolutely continuous� Furthermore sup�
pose f and g have the same asymmetries at the corresponding critical
points� Then h is C����

Proof� From Lemma B�� the restriction of h to every interval in �n��f
is C���� This implies that for every interval I in �n��f � the one�sided
limits of the derivative h�jI at the endpoints of I exist� We need to
prove that these one�sided limits are the same at a common endpoint
of any two intervals in �n��f �

Suppose I and I � are two intervals in �n��f and have a common
endpoint p� By the equation h � f � g � h�

h��p�� � lim
x��p�

f ��x�

g��h�x��
h��p����

h��p�� � lim
x ��p�

f ��x�

g��h�x��
h��p���

where p� is a point in the preimage of p under f � Without loss gener�
ality� we may assume that p� is an interior point of an interval in �n� �
Then h��p��� � h��p����

If p is not a critical point of f � it is easy to see that h��p�� � h��p���

Suppose p is a critical point ci of f � Let

Af�p� � lim
x��p�

f ��x��jx� pj�i���

��



Bf �p� � lim
x ��p�

f ��x��jx� pj�i���

and

Ag�h�p�� � lim
x ��p�

g��h�x���jh�x�� h�p�j�i���

Bg�h�p�� � lim
x��p�

g��h�x���jh�x�� h�p�j�i��	

Then

�h��p����i �
Af�p�

Ag�h�p��
h��p��� and �h��p����i �

Bf �p�

Bg�h�p��
h��p��	

The equality
Af�p��Bf �p� � Ag�h�p���Bg�h�p��

implies that h��p�� � h��p��� We proved Lemma B��

Lemma B�� Suppose fang�n�� and fbng�n�� are two sequences of
positive numbers and there is a constant K � � such that an�bn � K
for any n� Then �

P�
n�� an���

P�
n�� bn� � K	

The proof of this lemma is very easy� but it is very useful in the
study of dynamic systems�

Lemma B�� Suppose f and g have the same scaling function� Then
the conjugating mapping h is Lipschitz continuous�

Proof� Suppose N is the number of the intervals in the �rst partition
���f and n� is greater than 	N �

For every integer n � � and every interval Iwwn in �n�n��f with name
wwn� let sf�wwn� and sg�wwn� be the scales at wwn �with respect to
f and g�� Then we have an equation

jh�Iwwn�j

jIwwnj
�
jsg�wwn�j

jsf�wwn�j

jh�Iwvn���j

jIwvn�� j
�

where wwn � wvn��ri� �

��



Let a� � � � �umwwn be a point in ��
f and Iumwwn be the inter�

val in �m�n��n�f with the name umwwn� We discuss the sequence
fIumwwng

�
m�� in the three cases� The �rst case is that Iwwn is in U The

second case is that all Iumwwn are in V� The third case is that there is
a positive integer k such that Iumwwn is in V for every � � m � k and
Iuk��wwn is in U �

In the �rst and the second cases� we use Lemma B	 and Lemma
B�� respectively� to prove the following�

There is a constant � � � � � such that

jjsf�a
��j � jsf�wwn�jj � exp��n��

jjsg�a
��j � jsg�wwn�jj � exp��n�	

Because there is a constant � � � such that jsf�c
��j � � for all c� � ��

f

and jsgj � jsf j� we can �nd a constant� we still denote it as �� in ��� ��
such that

jsf�wwn�j

jsg�wwn�j
� exp��n�	

For the third case� let us suppose that Iuk��wwn is contained in a
critical interval I in �n��f which has a critical point c of f as an endpoint�
There is an integer � � m � 	N such that f �m�c� is a periodic point
of f and the interval f �m�Iuk��wwn� is contained in f �m�I�� We note
that f �m�I�� which has p as an endpoint� is an interval in �n��m�f

and n� � m � �� We also note that f �m�Iuk��wwn� is an interval in
�n��n�k���m�f � Now we can �nd a point b� � � � � vj in ��

f such that the
�rst n� � n � k � ��m symbols of a� and b� �from the right� are the
same and the interval Ivj in �j is contained in V for every j � � and
tends to the periodic orbit ��i��f

�i�p� as j goes to in�nity� By using
Lemma B	� there is constant� we still denote it as �� in ��� �� such that

jjsf�b
��j � jsf�wwn�jj � exp��n��

jjsg�b
��j � jsg�wwn�jj � exp��n�	

Again� because jsf�c��j � � for all c� � ��
f and jsgj � jsf j� we can �nd

a constant� we still denote it as �� in ��� �� such that

jsf�wwn�j

jsg�wwn�j
� exp��n�	

��



Suppose K� is the minimum of the ratios� jh�Iw�j�jIwj� for Iw in
�n��f � By the above arguments and the induction� we �nd a sequence
fKng�n�� and a constant � � ��� �� such that

jh�Iwwn�j

jIwwnj
� Kn

for every interval Iwwn in �n�n��f � n � �� and

Kn � exp��n�Kn��

for every integer n � �� This yields a positive constant K such that

jh�Iwwn�j

jIwwnj
� K

for every n � � and every interval Iwwn in �n�n��f �

Because the union of the boundary points of all the intervals in
�n�n��f for all the integer n � � is a dense subset in M � by using
Lemma B�

jh�x�� h�y�j

jx� yj
� K

for every pair x and y in M � In the other words� h is Lipschitz contin�
uous�

Lemma B�� Suppose f and g have the same scaling function and
the same asymmetries at the corresponding periodic points� Then the
conjugating mapping h is a C����di�eomorphism�

Proof� From Lemma B�� the mapping h is Lipschitz continuous�
It is then di�erentiable at almost every points in M � Let p� be a
point in Ik� such that h is di�erentiable at this point� Suppose GPI �
��i�� �

�
j�� f

�j�f �i�p��� is the grand preimage of p� under f � It is a
dense subset of M � If the derivative h��p�� at p� is zero� then by the
equation h � f � g � h� the derivative h��p� at every point p � GPI is
zero� But h is absolutely continuous� this implies that h is a constant�
So the derivative h��p�� is not zero� Now Lemma B� says that h is
C���� The same arguments can be applied to h��� Hence h is a C����
di�eomorphism�

Lemma B� to Lemma B� give the proof of Theorem A�

��



Suppose f �M ��M is a geometrically �nite one�dimensional map�
ping and sf � �f �� �f is the signed scaling function of f � The eigen�
value ef �p� � �f �n���p� of f at a periodic point p of period n and the
exponent � of f at a critical point c can be calculated by the signed
scaling function sf of f showed by Proposition 	 and by Corollary A	�
Both of them are then clearly C��invariants� In the case that the set
of periodic points of f is dense in M � we can show that the eigenvalues
of f at periodic points and the exponents and the asymmetries of f
at critical points form a complete C��invariants within a topologically
conjugate class as follows�

Theorem C� Suppose f and g are C����geometrically �nite one�
dimensional mappings for some � � � � �� Furthermore� suppose
the set of periodic points of f is dense in M and suppose f and g are
topologically conjugate by an orientation�preserving homeomorphism h
If f and g have the same eigenvalues at the corresponding periodic
points and the same exponents at the corresponding critical points� then
they have the same scaling functions� Moreover� if f and g have also
the same asymmetries at the corresponding critical points� then h is a
C����di�eomorphism�

Proof� The idea of the proof of Theorem C is the same as that of
the proof of Theorem B and that of the proof of Theorem ��� in �J�� p
�
����� The details will be omitted�
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